
Lesson 7: Unidades de medida cúbicas

Standards Alignments

Lesson Purpose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to find the volume of rectangular prisms in cubic
centimeters, cubic inches, and cubic feet.

Addressing 5.MD.C.4

Teacher-facing Learning Goals

Find the volume of rectangular prisms with
standard units of measure by multiplying
the base times the height or multiplying the
length times the width times the height.

Student-facing Learning Goals

Usemos unidades cúbicas de distintos
tamaños para medir el volumen.

•

In previous lessons, students used unit cubes with a side length of 1 unit to determine the volume of
right rectangular prisms. In this lesson, the units are now a specific unit of measure. In grade 5,
students use words, not exponents, when recording the cubic unit of measure, such as “centímetros
(cm) cúbicos” // “cubic centimeters (cm),” “pies (ft) cúbicos” // “cubic feet (ft)” or “pulgadas (in) cúbicas”
// “cubic inches (in).” The exponents in Grade 5 are limited to powers of 10, which will be addressed in a
later unit.

In this lesson, students distinguish between different standard unit measures of volume. They examine
the distinction between cubic cm, cubic in, and cubic ft. Throughout the lesson, students share their
rationale for choosing a unit to measure specific real-world objects and learn the importance of
identifying the unit of measure when finding the volume of an object (MP6).

This lesson has a Student Section Summary.

Access for:

Students with Disabilities

Representation (Activity 2)

Instructional Routines

MLR4 Information Gap (Activity 2), Notice and Wonder (Warm-up)
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Materials to Gather

Rulers (centimeters): Activity 1

Rulers (inches): Activity 1

Yardsticks: Activity 1

Materials to Copy

Info Gap Volume Cards, Spanish (groups of
2): Activity 2

Lesson Timeline

Warm-up 10 min

Activity 1 10 min

Activity 2 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 10 min

Cool-down 5 min

Teacher Reflection Question

During today's lesson, students described which
standard cubic measurement unit they would
use to measure the volume of objects that are
shaped like rectangular prisms. Consider which
objects students see on a regular basis in their
communities that are shaped like rectangular
prisms. How did you incorporate these objects
into the lesson to help students connect their
lived experience with their developing math
identity? How can you incorporate these objects
into future lessons?

Encuentra el volumen

Cool-down (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 5 min

Standards Alignments

Student-facing Task Statement

La familia de Priya alquiló un camión de mudanzas para llevar sus pertenencias a su nueva casa.
El espacio de la parte trasera del camión mide 15 pies de largo, 5 pies de ancho y 8 pies de alto.

¿Cuál es el volumen de la parte trasera del camión de mudanzas? Explica o muestra tu
razonamiento. (Recuerda incluir las unidades de medida cúbicas).

Student Responses

The volume of the moving truck is 600 cubic feet.
Sample response:

Addressing 5.MD.C.4
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